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According to a major Tabloid, Bollywood's Top 10 Bold Film's List of 2012 has been issued. Out
of these 10 Films, 3 Films are by our country's own serial-kisser Emraan Hashmi. As we all
know today, Steamy and intimate scenes are one of the key elements in Bollywood films.

It is a known fact that Bollywood films today, have become more sexually bold. Interestingly,
even top actors like Kareena Kapoor, Katrina Kaif, Shah Rukh Khan these days do not shy
away from doing such bold love making scenes in their films.

The first movie to hit the List is Jism 2. The film which had Sunny Leone, Randeep Hooda and
Arunodoy Singh in the main cast witnessed many steamy and hot scenes but failed to impress.
The second comes Madhur Bhandarkar's most talked about and hyped Heroine. Kareena
Kapoor did an extremely hot scene with her husband Saif Ali Khan in Long-Forgotten 'Kurbaan'.
But even Kareena and Arjun Rampal's steamy scene could not change the film's destiny. The
Third is Emraan Hashmi and Bipasha Basu starrer Horror-Thriller 'Raaz 3'. Bipasha Basu and
Esha Gupta's oomph factor added to the glamour quotient then the real icing on the cake was
the steamy and raunchy scenes between Emraan- Bipasha and Esha- Emraan. The Fourth one
is Ishaqzaade. The romantic and steamy scenes in the film were shot and added to the film
on-going drama. The Fifth is Hate Story which did an above-average business on the box office
thanks to its bold and provocative scenes that added spice to the proceedings. The sixth is
Jannat 2 (Again starring Emraan Hashmi). The bold scenes between Emraan and Esha were
extremely hot and saved the film up to an extent.
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The seventh film once again has Emraan Hashmi in it and it's called Shanghai. The steamy
scenes between Prosenjit and Kalki came as a surprise. These scenes added more spice to the
engaging plot. The Eight film is Blood Money, The hot love making scene between Kunal
Khemu and Mia was leaked on the Internet which gave an amazing publicity to the sinking film.
The ninth film is 1920 Evil Returns. In order to grab more attention, The makers incorporated
few love making scenes between Aaftab Shivdasani and Tia Bajpai. The last one is 5 Ghantey
Mien 5 Crore which was pakistani superstar Meera's second come-back Bollywood Film. The
film will be remembered for it's Bold Content as it had multiple love making scenes which kept
audiences hooked to the film.
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